The Future of Derivatives.

Forging the future
We’re working with the market to define the future of derivatives. By challenging the status
quo and breaking down the silo model, we’re creating the opportunity to build products
that meet the needs of the users first. Starting with ‘look-alike’ contracts that replicate the
most actively traded futures, we’re innovating where it makes a difference – where we can
help your trading be more efficient. That’s why we’ve made it easier for you to clear trades
by providing seamless connectivity to LCH, the industry’s leading interest rate derivatives
clearing house. It’s just one way we can reduce your trading and clearing costs, free up
capital through portfolio margining, and simplify operational workflow. And we are just
getting started.

We’re partnering with the industry to develop the
world’s most capital-efficient Rates markets
Backed by major dealers and exchange groups, CurveGlobal addresses the biggest challenge facing interest rate derivatives markets today. Capital. By
breaking down the antiquated ‘silo’ model, we’re driving more efficient risk transfer, reducing costs, and increasing product innovation. Together we are
shaping the future of derivatives.

Open access

Singular solution

We’re developing a platform that opens up opportunities for participants – one that

It’s simple. London Stock Exchange Derivatives Market provides

meets a real need for more efficient and open ways to trade, hedge and transfer risk.

robust trading infrastructure and connectivity for all CurveGlobal

A genuine choice. That’s why major participants are working together to create this

products from day one. Clearing and portfolio margining takes

more transparent derivatives marketplace. When combined with the banking, trading

place through LCH. Only one default fund contribution. No market

and clearing experience of our executive leadership, we’re confident that we can

data charges. No onboarding charges. Just an unusually capital-

deliver a solution that responds to everything you’ve been looking for.

efficient solution for trading Rates derivatives.

What CurveGlobal delivers
Capital efficiency

Industry partnership

• R
 isk fungibility across entire rates
portfolio, including futures vs. futures
and futures vs. swaps
• Margin offsets against LCH liquidity pool
• Access to single default fund across OTC
and listed trades

Lower pricing
• No market data charges
• No joining charges
• Low-cost trading fees, boosting
competition

Open access
• Non-siloed approach
• Greater innovation and
product development

info@curveglobalmarkets.com

• L eading banks engaged in developing
CurveGlobal
• Backing of two world-class exchange groups
• Executive team of proven industry leaders
• Commitment to innovate new contracts
and processes

Market
Participants
Full product line-up
• F ull range of short and long-term
futures contracts
• Look-alike contracts for workflow
continuity
• Easy onboarding process ensures
quick transition

CurveGlobal: Reducing risk, preserving capital
Market participants
EXECUTION

OTC platforms

Other Rates
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*Initial products include Short Term Interest Rate (STIR) futures in Euribor and Short
Sterling and Long Term Interest Rate (LTIR) futures in Bund, Bobl, Schatz and Gilts.

To sign up for CurveGlobal, contact us at
info@curveglobalmarkets.com
curveglobalmarkets.com

The materials presented by Curve Global Limited to illustrate its products or its services, as well as the product and services of London Stock Exchange plc and LCH.Clearnet Limited
(the Publication) are for information purposes only and do not constitute, nor purport to effect, an offering of, or solicitation of offers to purchase or subscribe for, any securities,
the provision of investment or trading advice or an intermediation in activities pertaining to the marketing of securities, futures contracts, options on futures, swaps or other
commodities. No person should act on the basis of the Publication.
The Publication is being provided on the basis that each person in the United Kingdom to whom it is issued is reasonably believed to be such a person as is described in Article 19
(“Investment professionals”) or Article 49 (“High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc”) of The Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order
2005 or is a person to whom this Memorandum may otherwise lawfully be distributed.
Any prospective offering, sale and use of products and services by Curve Global Limited, including the use of the Publication or any offer materials made available by CurveGlobal
Limited in connection with the offering and sale of products and services to or their use by audiences in the US, is subject to all applicable US Federal securities and commodities
laws and regulations.
The information in the Publication, which does not purport to be comprehensive, has been provided by Curve Global Limited and has not been independently verified. While this
information has been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Curve Global
Limited, London Stock Exchange plc or LCH.Clearnet Limited or by any of their respective affiliates, officers, employees or agents as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness
of the information in the Publication or any other written or oral information made available to any interested party or its advisers and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.
The Publication and other written or oral information supplied from time to time by or on behalf of Curve Global Limited may include statements that may constitute “forwardlooking statements” within the meaning of the safe harbour provisions of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements are not historical
facts, but instead represent only our beliefs regarding future events, many of which, by their nature, are inherently uncertain and outside our control. These statements include
statements other than historical information or statements of current condition and may relate to our future plans and objectives and results. By identifying these statements in
this manner, you are alerted to the possibility that our actual results and condition may differ, possibly materially, from the anticipated results and condition indicated in these
forward-looking statements.
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